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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we define a new set of tools for time-varying
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spectral analysis: the pseudo affine Wlgner distributions.

Based on the affine Wigner distributions of J. and P.
Bertrand, these new time-frequency distributions support
efficient online operation at the same computational cost
as the continuous wavelet transform. Moreover, they take
advantage of the proportional bandwidth smoothing inherent in the sliding structure of their implementation to suppress cumbersome interference components. To formalize their place within the echelon of the affine class of
timefrequency distributions, we extend the definition of
this class and introduce other natural generators.

1. INTRODUCTION
Time-frequency distributions (TFDs), which analyze signals in terms of joint time and frequency coordinates, have
proven useful in a wide variety of fields. Most TFDs of current interest belong to either (or both of) Cohen’s class [l]
or the affine class [2,3]. While Cohen’s class TFDs are covariant to time and frequency shiftsof the signal, affine class
TFDs feature an affine covariance to time and scale changes.
This property makes affine distributions natural for a host of
applications, including wideband radar and sonar, and selfsimilar signal analysis.
The simplest affine distribution is the continuous wavelet
transform’
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‘Usudy the wavelet transform is expressed as a function of a time
variable t and (I scale variable a. Here we will use the q”etrization of
scale as inverse fquoncy a = fo/f suggestedin [3] and assume without
loss of generality that the centerfqumcy fo of the wavelet 4equals 1 Hz.
unlessspecilied,bounds of integmtion run fnnn -00 to +oo. we will also
consideronly analytic signals. for which X (f) E 0 Vf < 0, with X the
Fourier transform of the time signal I.
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It has the advantage of being a linear expansion of the signal onto a set of analyzing functions, yet its very linearity precludes desirable theoretical propexties such as correct
marginal distributions or perfect localization.
The quadratic affine Wigner distribulions proposed in [2]
are high resolution altematives that have many desirable
theoretical properties. Unfortunately, they also share two
primary drawbacks. First, their nonlinlearity results in COpious interference terms in the timefiequency plane [4].
Second, due to their complicated formulation, efficient implementations suitable for long time series have not been
developed for most of these distributions.
In this paper, we derive a set of (smoothed) pseudo u ~ n e
Wigner distributions. Using the pseudo W
i
g
n
e
r TFD as
a guide, we introduce into the affine ’Wigner distributions
a short-time window that not only controls the tradeoff
between localization and cross-component attenuation but
also provides an efficient online computational algorithm.
The usual formulation of the affine class of TFDS, as
the affine smoothing of the Wigner distribution with a kernel function [3], is not the most approlpriatefor the pseudo
affine Wigner distributions. We will see that a more natural
way of proceeding is to replace the Wgner distribution in
this formulation with a set of canonical generating TFDs.
We begin with a review of the affine Wigner distributions.
2. AFFINE WIGNER DISTIRIBUTIONS
A TFD PX (t ,f ) of a signal 2 is u&ne covariant if the distrix (-)
becomes
bution of the shifted and scaled signal
Px(9,af).
TO overcome the limitations of the linear wavelet transform, a broad class of bilinear distributions covariant to time
and scaIe changes has been developed [2,3]. Among these
distributions, an interesting sub-class is the class of affine
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Wigner distributions [2]
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with k: E R, A ~ ( U )= (k1;<:1~)
, tk(U) = A ~ ( U )&(-U), and pk(u) a positive, continuous function. Proper
choice of the function pt yields distributions that satisfy
properties such as correct marginals, localization on powerlaw group delays, or unitarity. In addition to affine covariance, all affine Wigner distributions are covariant to a third
unitary signal transformation [2].
For certain values of the index k, we obtain wellknown TFDs. The value k = 0, corresponding to
Ao(u) = A,&,(U) = U, and the choice po(u) =
[Xo(u)A(-u)]*

tribution
$'(t>

An analogous windowing procedure leads to the pseudo
affine Wigner distributions. In contrast to the pseudo
Wigner case,however, this windowing must be frequencydependent, to ensufe that the resulting TFD remains affine
covariant. As a result, the smoothing in frequency direction
is proportional bandwidth,2rather than constant-bandwidth
as in the pseudo Wigner distribution.
By rewriting (2) in the time domain, windowing the signal using the short-time window h, and then posing $ ( t ) =
h ( t ) ei2*', we can write the order k pseudo affine Wigner
distribution as

(9)
',yields the unitary Bertrand dis= J & ( u ) A kp(k- (uu) )

f) = f / c r a ( . ) X(AO(4f) X*(Ao(-u)f)
e--iz*tfU

du

(3)

Other well-known distributions in the affine Wigner class
include the Wigner distribution (k = 2), the Flandrin D distribution (k = 1/2), the Unterberger distribution (k = -l),
and the Margenau Hill distribution (arithmetic mean of the
limit cases as k -+ f w ) .
3. PSEUDO AFFINE WIGNER DISTRIBUTIONS

3.1. Definition
Our derivation of the pseudo affine Wigner distributions relies on the strong analogy between Cohen's class and the
affine class and is inspired by the pseudo Wigner distribution. The Wigner distribution

has many attractive properties, but also drawbacks similar
to the other affine Wigner distributions. The pseudo Wigner

distribution was developed to overcome these difficulties. It
is obtained from (4) by introducing a positive window function h ( 7 ) both to allow efficient sliding computation and to
smooth cross-components in the frequency direction. Convolution of the result with another window g ( t ) smooths
cross-components in the time direction. By defining a new
window function w ( T) =
we can write the pseudo
Wigner distribution as the convolution of the short-time
Fourier transform S x ( t ,f) 5 Z(T) w*(r - t ) e - i z r f r d r
with itself [5]

,/m,

Wx(t,f)=/G(v)Sx(t,v)
Sx(t, 2 f - ~ ) e - ' ~ " ' ( ~ - " ) d v .
(5)

D x [ t ,h(u)f] D;,[t,h ( - U ) f l

du,

(7)
where DX(t ,f) is the wavelet transform (1) based on the
oscillating function $. Just as the pseudo Wigner distribution (5) is a convolution of the short-time Fourier transform
of the signal with itself, the pseudo affine Wigner distribution is a generalized convolution of the wavelet transform
with itself.
The pseudo affine Wigner distributions can be interpreted
as sliding versions of the original afline Wigner dismbutions, and as a result, they are naturally suited for online
operation with long signals. To construct a pseudo affine
Wigner distribution, we simply compute the wavelet transform of the signal and then at each time perform the generalized frequency convolution defined by (7). The fast Mellin
transform is a convenient tool for implementing this convolution efficiently [6,7].
In the important special case of the unitary P ( O )
distribution, the special form for ,UO(U) cancels the
(Ak(u)Ak(-u)):*
factor, leaving us with a much simpler
expression for P(O) [6]. More generally, however, this approach allows us to approximate all affine Wigner distributions, even for unusual values of the index k for which the
algorithm proposed in [7]does not apply.

3.2. Time-frequencysmoothing interpretation
The time windowing introduced in (6) acts as a proportional bandwidth frequency smoothing that suppresses interference components oscillating in the frequency k tion. _Compare, for example, the pseudo-Bertrand distribution P(O)of Figure 10) with the unitary Bertrand distribution P(O)of Figure l(a).
20r consfant-Q, with the Q factor defined as analysis frequency over
analysis bandwidth.
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To suppress interference terms oscillating in the time direction, we must smooth in that direction, or equivalently
window the dual variable. The introduction of a low-pass
function G in (7) limits the integration with respect to U
(loosely speaking, the dual variable of the product tf), and
thus performs proportional-bandwidth time smoothing of
the TFD. We call the resulting distribution

the smoothed pseudo q@ine Wigner distribution. (See Figure l(c).) For k = 2, this TFD coincides with the “affine
smoothed Wigner distribution” of [3].
Even though the pseudo and smoothed pseudo affine
Wigner distributions are smoothed versions of the affine
Wigner distributions, they can still have resolution exceeding that of the scalogram, the squared magnitude of the
wavelet transform. (SeeFigure l(d).)
Figure 1. Tune-scaledistributwns of a signal test composed of a hyper-

-

4. KERNEL FORMULATION OF THE PSEUDO
AFFINE DISTRIBUTIONS

The pseudo affine Wigner distributions belong to the affine
class, whose definition [3]

involves the Wigner distribution W from (4). Unfortunately, this formalism turns awkward when one tries to derive an analytic form for the kernel II corresponding to
a general pseudo affine Wigner distribution. In this section, we investigate a canonical formulation for the affine
class of TFDs in which the kernels corresponding to the
pseudo affine Wigner distributions have an easily identifiable, closed form.
For each k E R, we will introduce an alternative generator TFD W @ that
) replaces W in (9) and provides a nagral
framework for the pseudo affine Wigner distributions P(‘).
With this new formalism, affine class TFDs can be written

bolic chirp,a third-orderHermitejinctwn,anda Lippchitzsing~rilyIt
to I-’.’. Horizontal axis correspondsto time;vertical axis correspondpto
frequency. (a) Unitary Bertrand distributwn. (b) Pseudo Bertrand distributwn computed with a Morlet wavelet J, of Q = 8. (c) Smoothedpsevdo
Bertranddistributwncomputed with the same wavelet anda Gaussianwindow G of Q = 1. (d)Scalogram (squaredmagnL’udeof the wavelet transform) based on a Morlet wavelet of Q = 2.

4.1. Natural generators
The most general form of an affine covariant TFD is given
by 12, 31
0000

f /0

Px(t,f) =

J

0

X(fv)J:*(fv’)

x K ( v ,v’) ei2*tJf(y-’”) d v dv‘ (11)

with K(Z,y) a two-dimensional distribution.
Fix k E R and introduce into (11) the affine Wigner
parametrization function Ak(u) by tlhe change of variables v = O A k ( u ) , v’ = OAk(--u) with Jacobian
a(v, q a ( e , U ) = e A k ( U ) x k ( - U )

as

Px(t,f) =

f/Lm

x K

x(fex,(U))X*(feAk(-u))

[e~~(~),ex~(-~)]

x eA,(u)Ak(-u) dedu.

In Section 4.1, we find the appropriate generator Tm)

W@)for each k E R. In section 4.2, we identify the ker-

ei2**fe€k(”)

(12)

Since the function & (U)defined in (2) is a one-to-one mapping from R to R, the kernel I‘ can be reparametrized as

nel correspon_dingto each smoothed pseudo affine Wigner
distribution P(’).
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It is interesting to note that setting G(u) = 6(u) reduces
(8) to the scalogram. In this case,(10) simplifies to

Taking into account the change of measure necessitated by
this reparameterization, (12)can be rewritten as

.-

I

Here,

L

du

I I ( ~ )is the passive f o m of the generator
Wk).
While the active form M k is
)nonunitary in general,
it cooperates with its passive form to produce an isometrylike relation [2]

J

Finally, introducing the Fourier transform of L with respect
to e l k (U)and posing

n(e,7 - tf) e - i 2 n y 6 ( k ( u ) d.y

@(k)

Of all the generators, only for k = 2 (the Wigner distribu= W ( k )In
. this case, (14) coincides
tion) do we have
with the Wigner-based scalogram formulationof [3].

followed by the change of variables fe = v, y = f ~leads
,
us to the result (10) with the generator

5. CONCLUSIONS

Thus each generator is simply an affine Wigner distribution
(2)with the special choice pk (U ) =
Each different value of E E R yields a different generator
matched to the pseudo affine Wigner distributions P ( k ) .For
k = 2, we retrieve the Wigner distribution -the only unitary generator - and the usual affine class definition (9).
For k = -1, we retrieve the active Unterberger distribution - the only generator that is time localized according
to the definition of [2].For k = 0, we obtain a (nonunitary)
Bertrand distribution with p(u) z 1.

v.

4.2. Kernels for the pseudo affine Wigner distributions
Using the results of the previous section, it is straightforward to derive the kernel II@) corresponding to each
smoothed pseudo affine Wigner distribution P@). Again
fixing k E R,we follow the four golden steps: (i) Use the
Plancharel theorem to rewrite the right side of (6) in the frequency domain; (ii) Apply the same change of variables that
took us from (1 1) to (12);(iii) Exploit the identity

Although the affine Wigner distributions have many attractive properties, interference tems and lack of efficient implementations have limited their impact on timevarying
signal analysis. By overcoming some of their limitations,
the pseudo and smoothed pseudo affine Wigner distributions should open up new application areas to these powerful tools. In particular, the flexible windowing scheme
underlying these new TFDs allows a continuous transition
in smoothingbetween affine Wigner distributionsand scalogramS.

The introduction of alternative generators for the affine
class of TFDs simplifies the kernel formulation of the
pseudo affine Wigner distributions. In addition, the concept of alternative generators should aid in the analysis and
design of new affine distributions?
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